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Building an online community can be a daunting task. Countless different applications are
available for you to use as the foundation of your community. When I first envisioned this book,
I saw that online communities were primarily based on three different types of applications:
content management systems, bulletin boards, and blogs. I then found three open-source applications
that fit into these categories that I believe are at the top of their class. Let’s take a closer
look at each of the categories and the selected application.

A content management system, or CMS, is an application that can be used to deal with
various methods of web publishing. A CMS can generally be customized by adding or removing
specific features, so that the end result is only those features that you want for your community.
Features included with a CMS can include file management, photo galleries, private messaging,
discussion forums, articles, polls, and much more. Many online newspapers, magazines,
and other news sources use a CMS for their web presence. You’ve probably been a user of a
CMS without even realizing it. An extremely popular web site built around a CMS is http://
slashdot.org/. In the first portion of this book, Robert Douglass will teach you about the CMS
named Drupal. You can find the official web site for Drupal at http://www.drupal.org/.

Bulletin boards, also known as forums, are a medium in which users can post messages
and reply to those already posted. Bulletin boards are a great medium for creating a community
where users interact to help each other out with a particular subject, or just to discuss
common interests. Bulletin boards exist across the Internet, discussing everything from automobile
repair to web hosting. Today’s bulletin boards allow you to have customizable user
profiles, embed images in your posts, generate polls, and host private and public forums, just
to name a few features. In the second section of the book, Jared Smith will cover everything
you need to know to get started with the phpBB bulletin board package. You can find the official
web site for the phpBB project at http://www.phpbb.com/.
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SNA & TCP/IP Integration HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1998
Find the information you need. Fully 35% of business networks run the SNA protocol developed by IBM. Yet TCP/IP is the protocol of the Internet, with growing acceptance as the networking standard. As a result, many corporate computing environments face the daunting prospect of migration or integration. To handle these complex jobs, you couldn't be...
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Network programming in .NET : C# & Visual Basic .NETDigital Press, 2004
This book will help you develop network applications with .NET, using
either the C# or VB.NET programming language.

It covers everything you need to know about network programming in
.NET, from basic get-started information, to a huge selection of advanced
networking technologies that may have seemed like science...
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Graph Analysis and Visualization: Discovering Business Opportunity in Linked DataJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	Wring more out of the data with a scientific approach to analysis


	Graph Analysis and Visualization brings graph theory out of the lab and into the real world. Using sophisticated methods and tools that span analysis functions, this guide shows you how to exploit graph and network analytic techniques to enable the...
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Sports Nutrition: Energy Metabolism and Exercise (Nutrition in Exercise & Sport)CRC Press, 2007

	Exercise by itself tears down the body. To rebuild that body so that it expresses greater strength, endurance, and speed, requires sound nutritional practices based on fact rather than fad. Those practices must also recognize that specific needs vary greatly according to age, gender, and intensity of exercise.
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Weiner's Pain Management: A Practical Guide for Clinicians (Boswell, Weiner's Pain Management)CRC Press, 2005

	This seventh edition of a bestseller has been totally revised and updated, making this the most comprehensive rewrite in the book's long and distinguished history. It includes new chapters, new sections and section editors, and new contributors. Offering an interdisciplinary approach to pain management, the book delivers a scholarly...
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Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Reporting CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 50 recipes to help you build Dynamics AX reports faster by simplifying your understanding of the report model


	Overview

	
		Practical recipes for creating and managing reports
	
		Illustrated step-by-step examples that can be adopted in real time
	
		Complete explanations of the...
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